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Shenzhen sets an example for rapid development of urban planning and construction. It
was the starting point of the most massive city-construction movement in contemporary
China. In less than 40 years, many representative urban space and buildings on the
main east-west highway—-Shennan Road, have witnessed the formation of the banded
multi-center structural layout and the miraculous expansion of the city. Many of those
iconic buildings are designed by Hong Kong or foreign architects. With the continuous
development of the length and width of Shennan road, its broad and prosperous
image is not only a symbol of the fruits of reform and opening up in Shenzhen or even
China, but also contains the growth history of Shenzhen’s architectural modernization.
This paper reviews and summarizes the changes of the urban fabric and the design
trend of representative buildings along with the Shennan Road in different periods by
the historical research methods. Combined with the transfer path of the city center,
this study analyzes what kind of unique role the street and buildings act as in the
development of urban structure in Shenzhen, and expound what other urban functions
and symbolic meaning they have. In the context of globalization, this article discusses
how do the buildings designed by foreign architects change our city, the driven factors
behind the phenomenon of the design trend change. This research can make a
supplement to the history and theory of the modernization of contemporary Chinese
architecture.
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1. Introduction

the responsibility of the
Architecture across Boundaries
Conference Committee.

The 30 years of China’s architectural modernization is a process of continuously learning, drawing lessons from, transforming and absorbing contemporary Western architectural ideas and methods. The projects designed by foreign architects in China
most directly inﬂuence the trend of Chinese architectural practice and theory.[1] Zou
discussed about the impact of foreign architects’ practice projects in China during
1980s on Chinese architecture. At that time, the types of projects designed by foreign
architects were mostly hotels, and most of the foreign architects were not famous.[2]
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Xue divided the history of overseas architectural design in China into three stages
and found out that in the early stage of reform and opening up, Hong Kong architects
became a pioneer in entering mainland China. Until the 21st century, hotels and highend ofﬁce buildings were the dominant building types among the works designed by
overseas architects.[3] Beneﬁting from the location advantage and the setting of the
reform and opening window, Shenzhen played in China’s modernization process was
quite apparent.[4]
In less than 40 years, Shenzhen has grown from a small town to a metropolis with the
area, resident population, and GDP have increased by more than 7 times, 40 times and
8800 times, respectively. [5] This rapid growth is embedded in the construction history of
the urban space, and the representative buildings. “Three paths and One Leveling,” the
slogan that inaugurated the construction of the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone(SEZ),
three east-west avenues form the basis of all future urban incarnations.[6] Shennan Road
is undoubtedly the most important one, many representative urban space and buildings
on this trunk road, have witnessed the formation of the banded multi-center structural
layout and the miraculous expansion of the city. In combination with the understanding
of modernization in Chinese architecture in different periods, Yu discussed how a set of
architectural language at that time inﬂuenced the architectural form of Chang’an Street
in Beijing. In addition, Chang’an Street has connected a series of government buildings
and representative projects with political signiﬁcance. Afterward, other Chinese cities
have followed Beijing and developed such major streets.[7] Just like Chang’an Street in
Beijing, Shennan road running through the main area of Shenzhen is not only a symbol
of the fruits of reform and opening up in Shenzhen or even China, but also contains the
growth history of Shenzhen’s architectural modernization.
Xiao and Yin analyzed the inﬂuential factors of the creation of Shenzhen iconic
buildings in the early stage of reform and opening up, pointing out the enlightenment
effect of the early Lingnan school architect on Shenzhen’s architectural modernization.
[8] From the 1990s, foreign architects began to appear enthusiastically, and their works
gradually occupied an important position, and the building types were mainly ofﬁce and
commercial building.[9] From the second half of 1990s to the beginning of the 21st century, Shenzhen began to organize international competitions, which were mainly carried
out around Futian Central District which located on both sides of Shennan Road.[10, 11]
Short pointed out that organizing large events and spectaculars in particular cities is
the most important way to construct and maintain globalization and modernity.[12] The
Universiade held in 2011 set off a new round of construction boom, and it also pushed
Shenzhen’s infrastructure construction (mainly the metro system) to a climax. In June of
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the same year, the 178-kilometer metro line speared through the region like veins. Line
1 which almost coincides with Shennan Road extended from Overseas Chinese Town
Area (OCT) to the Baoan District where the airport is located. Shenzhen’s construction
center of gravity continued to move west.
Scholars in Shenzhen have accumulated some studies on the city, but mostly in the
Chinese language, and it is difﬁcult to be accessible for the overseas peers. From 1979
to 2018, almost 90 buildings designed by foreign architects were built in Shenzhen.
More than half of them are located along Shennan Road. Through case studies of main
areas and representative buildings built along the Shennan Road in different period,
this paper penetrates the phenomenon of the “rapid urbanization”, discovers the history
and effects of governance preferences, international capital ﬂow and foreign architects’
intentions on the modernization of Shenzhen architecture. Buildings of various types are
discussed in the framework of urban context, design trend and historical background.
With the continuous expansion of the length and width of Shennan road, its broad
and prosperous image has become a great symbol of China’s socialist road and has
obvious political signiﬁcance. Meanwhile, the rapid growth of foreign architects’ works
also epitomizes the ambition and strong implementation of Chinese governments in the
wave of urbanization and globalization.

2. Three Stages of Urban Development
2.1. The initial stage—(1979-1989)
In the preliminary stage of SEZ, the construction of infrastructure and cultural facility
in Shenzhen was basically zero. Before the 1980s, the main road in Shenzhen Town
was only 107 National Road, and Wenjindu was the end. Besides, a People’s Cinema
was set up in 1949, the Shenzhen Theater opened in 1958, the exhibition hall in 1975,
and together these had cost 600,000 yuan and they served an area of 2,751 square
kilometers.[13] In 1980, the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone was established. Due to
the narrow terrain, the construction of a ”decent road” of east-west direction quickly
became the consensus of the decision-makers. At the same year, a 2.1-kilometerlong and 7-meter-wide ”gravel stone path” was built from Luohu group to Shangbu
Group, this is called Shennan Road. In 1981, the new mayor who had just returned from
the inspection in Singapore decided to extend the road to 100 meters wide and was
immediately opposed by various people. [14] At the beginning of 1987, this road has
become a 6.8-kilometer-long, 21-meter-wide traverses the downtown area of Shenzhen
DOI 10.18502/kss.v3i27.5528
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at that time. Buildings on both sides of the road were gradually starting to increase. The
layout of the ﬁrst-generation skyscrapers has formed the main axis of the city. (Fig. 1)
Before the 1990s, looking at the whole of China, a cluster of skyscrapers developed in
accordance with the overall plan only existed in Luohu District of Shenzhen.

Figure 1: Newly built buildings along Shennan Road completed in 1979-1989. Drawn by Sun Cong.

Most of the buildings are functionalism modern architecture styles with minimalism
facades. For commercial or ofﬁce building, the architectural shape are mostly square
boxes with simple horizontal/vertical strip windows or brown glass curtain wall with
dark brown aluminum window frame in facades, and the architectural image is tough
and solemn. For cultural buildings, four of the eight projects were designed by Lingnan
School architects, they are: Shenzhen library, Shenzhen Museum, Shenzhen Grand
Theatre, Science Museum. In the 1950s and 1970s, the “Lingnan School of modern
architecture”, centered on Guangzhou, played an active role in the construction of
Shenzhen at the beginning of reform and opening-up.[15] In the early 1980s, ”Lingnan”
is a fortress of Chinese modern architecture, which was admired in architectural design
circle. It is worth mentioning at that time almost no foreign architects participated in the
design.

2.2. The growth/expansion stage—(1989-1996)
In 1992, China’s patriarch Deng Xiaoping delivered the renowned “South Tour
Speeches” when inspecting coastal areas in Guangdong province. Under the slogan of
“Development is the top priority,” a new round of construction started, and the deadlock
of Reform and Opening Up was broken. Shenzhen’s development in this stage embodied the further realization of the new groups’ construction and urban expansion.[16] In
1994, the 25.6-kilometer-long and 135-meter-wide avenue was completed. Dozens of
skyscrapers and various large-scale commercial and cultural buildings have made the
facades and spatial patterns on both sides generally determined. The main battleﬁelds
DOI 10.18502/kss.v3i27.5528
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are concentrated in the Caiwuwei Financial Center and the Overseas Chinese Town
Area (OCT). With the introduction of overseas capital, foreign architects (including HK,
Macao and Taiwan) began to get involved in landmark projects, mainly are ethnic
Chinese and Hong Kong architects.
In 1995, the Diwang Building was born at Caiwuwei Financial Center. It replaced the
Guomao Building, which is famous for its “three days, one ﬂoor” speed, and became
the tallest building in Shenzhen and even Asia. Meanwhile, it is the representative
of the second generation of skyscrapers in Mainland China. In addition to creating a
record of height, the American Chinese architect K.Y. Cheung also created a record of
slim volume, the width and height ratio reached 1:7. In China’s conventional regulation,
the building width and height ratio should not be over 1:5, otherwise it will deﬂect.
Architects and structural engineers from the US and Japan well solved the problem
by consolidating the stiffness of the structure. It is China’s ﬁrst super high-rise building
with frame steel structure. At this time, in the eastern part of Shennan Road, there was
almost no vacant plot along the street. However, the colours and shapes of the different
skyscrapers were too bright and gave an uncoordinated effect.
On the other side, based on Singapore planner Meng Ta Cheang’s master plan, the
success of a theme park named Splendid China not only created a new style of Chinese
theme park but also brought huge beneﬁts to the OCT Group, thus promoting the
development of other projects in the OCT, and many large construction projects—Huaxia
Art Center and the Folk Culture Village, He Xiangning Art Museum were launched
simultaneously. Huaxia Art Center was designed by Huasen Architectural & Engineering
Designing Consultants Ltd. (HSArchitects) (a design ﬁrm established in 1980 as China’s
ﬁrst Sino-foreign joint venture, founded by the Architecture Design Institute of the
Ministry of Construction and Hong Kong Senyang International Co., Ltd.). HSArchitects
gained a huge reputation by designing Nan Hai Hotel and Shenzhen Gymnasium.
HSArchitects continued to create a group of architectural designs in the OCT, including
almost 30 high-rise residential buildings and other noteworthy public buildings, which
virtually cornered the market. In the initial stage of modernization practice in the Reform
and Opening Up from the 1980s to the 1990s, an eclecticism appeared in architectural
design, namely, the combination and coexistence of traditional Chinese culture and
Western form.[17] Huaxia Art Center was a typical example. The architect combined
traditional cultural elements with the function and techniques of modern architecture.
First, in terms of the materials selected, traditional pink concave-convex bricks were
used, with gray bricks in the interlayer forming a horizontal line segmentation. Second,
for the façade detail design, red sandstone relief was used in the stairs at the western
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side and external wall above the water pool at the southeast side, which represented
ancient China’s traditional philosophy. Third, for the landscape design, a Chinese-style
garden was set up at both sides of the main entrance along the street in front.

Figure 2: Nanshan District—-Buildings which designed by foreign architect along Shennan Road completed
in 1979-2018. Drawn by Sun Cong.

At this stage, foreign architects are largely accompanied by foreign capital, and mainly
of them invited by foreign capital. At the beginning of the establishment of the SEZ, Hong
Kong businessmen were the ﬁrst group of ”foreign capital”. In the course of more than 20
years of economic development, Hong Kong capital has always been the ”main force” of
Shenzhen’s foreign investment. On the other hand, with the advantages of geographical
proximity and same language, it is not difﬁcult to explain why Hong Kong and ethnic
Chinese architects were more popular at that time. The active architects and design
institutions include Sherman Kung, Ho & Partners Architects, Liang Zhaoru Architects,
etc. Hong Kong architect Sherman Kung was very active in the construction of OCT. The
He Xiangning Art Museum was designed by him. Kung worked for Richard Meier in New
York for 9 years, and uses the method similar to Richard Meier. These representative
Hong Kong architects and design institutions have shown certain advancement in
structural technology and architectural design.
DOI 10.18502/kss.v3i27.5528
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2.3. The global stage—1997-2019
Shenzhen entered the second pioneering stage in 1996. The government took Futian
Central District as a key construction base. From 1997 to 1998 the Shenzhen Municipal
Party Committee and Shenzhen Government initiated the bidding for designs of the six
main infrastructures in Futian Central District and conceived a detailed planning scheme
for the city’s central axis. [18] Around 2004, with the opening of the subway, the city
center gradually moved westward. The Futian Central District, which spans the north and
south of Shennan Road, is the most intensive area for the government to invest in public
buildings and commercial groups. From the planning to landmark buildings, more than
half of them are designed by foreign architects, including many star architects all over
the world. In the following ten years, along with the maturity of Futian Central District
and the promotion of some urban renewal projects such as Huaqiangbei and Caiwuwei,
the two sides of Shennan Road have become the main battleﬁelds of European and
American architects with totally more than 39 foreign designers’ works rising from the
ground.

Figure 3: Futian District—-Buildings which were designed by foreign architect along Shennan Road
completed in 1979-2019. Drawn by Sun Cong.

The Futian Central District competition was the starting point of international competition among CBDs, and inﬂuenced other cities in China, which reﬂects the general
planning model of Chinese new towns. In this planning model, the cultural buildings
cluster should be built near the administration center and the layout should be designed
with orderly aesthetics. Besides, the planners attempt to create a political and cultural
center under the axis control, so the design of cultural buildings should ﬁrst meet political
DOI 10.18502/kss.v3i27.5528
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tastes. This urban aesthetic is rooted in China’s traditional need for political power. The
planning of Shenzhen Futian Central District adopted the Chinese traditional layout of
a central axis, which stretched 2 km from the Lianhua Mountain in the north, crossing
the Citizen Square to the Exhibition Center in the south. The public cultural facilities are
mainly located along both sides of the north central axis. It is worth mentioning that the
central axis system was designed and deepened in 1997 by Kurokawa Kisho, a Japanese
modernist master. The north central axis stretches from the southern foot of Lianhua
Mountain and the rooftop platform of Shenzhen’s Central Book City to the platform of
the Citizen Center. This is a typical “space on the drawing” pattern. The axis is not visible
from eye-level and pedestrians on the road are unable to see the continuing route that
was carefully designed by the planners. The concept of this central axis (ecological
corridor) also attracts numerous new towns/districts in China to copy it.
Of course, there are still many amazing projects here. For example, the cultural center
designed by Arata Isozaki. This was the ﬁrst project that he won through fair competition
in China, and thus opened up Chinese design market for him. The gorgeous harp-type
curtain wall design not only constitutes a good-looking façade, but also introduces
sunlight and outdoor scenery to interior. The other striking idea in Arata Isozaki’s design
is the “Golden Glass Tree” entrance hall, which is a brilliant space containing ﬁve golden
pillars that support the polyhedral glass roof. After a decade of construction, compared
with the budget cost in the requirement, the Cultural Center overspent 1 billion yuan.
Since the application of steel structures was at a very preliminary stage in China 20 years
ago, the steel structure for the golden tree was still an experimental construction. The
construction team cooperated with Japanese structural engineers to make models, and
then conﬁrmed every joint on site, so it took a long time to construct. Another project is
the urban design of the Southern part of the Central District (Thirteen Sister Building) is
hosted by SOM. It is like Manhattan. Although there are many skyscrapers, the streets
are small and dense, and walking on the street may suddenly meet a Street Park, making
people feel relaxed.

3. Conclusion
Hong Kong, one of the miracles in east Asia, from its opening in 1841 to 2011, its
population increased from 12,000 to 7.1 million. The population increased by 500
times in 70 years, and the same 500 times took Shenzhen only 30 years. So, the
planning and construction system and the phenomenal expansion of Shenzhen have
served as a template for rapid urbanization. In the context of rapid urbanization in
DOI 10.18502/kss.v3i27.5528
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Shenzhen, excessive input of landmark buildings over the past 30 years is the most
striking architectural phenomenon in its massive upsurge of urban construction.
In 1980, a 2.1-kilometer-long and 7-meter-wide ”gravel stone path” was born, bringing
the construction out of the Luohu cluster. At the beginning of 1987, this road has
become a 6.8-kilometer-long, 21-meter-wide traverses the downtown area of Shenzhen
at that time. Most of the buildings on both sides are functionalism modern architecture
styles with minimalism facades. The layout of the ﬁrst-generation skyscrapers has
formed the main axis of the city. In 1994, the 25.6-kilometer-long and 135-meter-wide
avenue was completed. Dozens of skyscrapers and various large-scale commercial and
cultural buildings have made the facades and spatial patterns on both sides generally
determined. At this time, Shennan Road was no longer a common municipal road, but
a new business card representing the impact of the urbanization campaign in China.
With the introduction of overseas capital, foreign architects (including HK, Macao and
Taiwan) began to get involved in landmark projects, mainly are ethnic Chinese and
Hong Kong architects. Around 2004, with the opening of the subway, the city center
gradually moved westward. The Futian Central District, which spans the north and south
of Shennan Road, is the most intensive area for the government to invest in public
buildings and commercial groups. From the planning to landmark buildings, more than
half of them are designed by foreign architects, including many star architects all over
the world. Overall, even with large and small regrets, Shenzhen is still a place full of
planned and architectural ideals.
From 1979 to 2018, almost 90 buildings designed by foreign architects were built
in Shenzhen. 46 of them are located along Shennan Road, more than a half. Take the
completed works of foreign architects on both sides of Shennan Road as an example
(limited to a radius of 800 meters from the centerline of the road), American architect
account for 41% of the total, followed by Hong Kong and European architects, accounting
for 35% and 13% respectively.
American architects have played an extremely important role in this process, far
more than the work of designers from Europe and other Asian countries during the
same period. Because the image of the American metropolis and the work of American
designers are in line with the Chinese city’s imagination of modernization. Besides, Hong
Kong businessmen have been the main force in the economic development of SEZ,
especially the industrial development. Hong Kong businessmen brought not only capital
but also advanced ideas. The enlightenment of Hong Kong architects and Hong Kong
developers on the architectural design of the SEZ in early stage was crucial. Foreign
architects designed large commercial and ofﬁce buildings for cities, accounting for 54%,
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Figure 4: Comparison of total number of architect projects come from different regions

followed by retail buildings accounting for 18%, and cultural buildings accounting for 11%
respectively.

Figure 5: Comparison of different types of projects.

Commercial and ofﬁce buildings are mostly landmark buildings in cities. Developers
or decision-makers want overseas designers to bring new ideas or most advanced
technologies. Skyscrapers along Shennan Road are rather outcomes of business capital
speculations, they are the powerful signs to show Shenzhen’s ambition to participate
the global rank. The use of international architects and most fabulous design skills are
indispensable for such an aspiration.
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